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INTRODUCTION 

1. A Meeting to Promote Investment  and Industrial  Co-operation  in Selected 

Wood-processing Industries was held from  16 to  21   May 1977,   in the Queen 

Elizabeth Hotel,  Montreal,   Canada.     The Meeting was sponsored by the United 

Nations  Industrial  Development Organization (UNIDO)   in co-operation with the 

Canadian International Development  Agency. 

2. The Meeting noted that  currently developing countries with rich forest 

resources exported their timber largely in the form of log, which was subject 

to  sharp fluctuations in both value and demand on the ever-changing international 

timber market.     The accelerated development  of wood-processing industries  in 

those countries would increase the value of,  and help to stabilize, their 

exports.    The wood-processing industry was not always a capital-intensive urban 

industry.     It was often located in forest-rich rural areas, mainly to reduce 

transport costs.     Thus, the growth of the wood-processing industry in 

developing countries was also expected to help bridge the gap between the 

traditional rural sector and the modern urban sector that was often the source 

of socio-economic problems. 

3. The aim of UNIDO in convening the Meeting was to accelerate the implementa- 

tion of specific wood-processing projectB in developing countries. The Meeting 

had two major objectives s the first was to encourage the flow of complementary 

resources, such as capital, plant equipment and the concomitant management and 

marketing skills, from industrially advanced countries into the wood-processing 

sector of developing countries; the second was to provide a broader basis for 

negotiating the cost and form of technological transfer at the specific project 
level. 

4. With these objectives in mind,   confidential,   person-to-person, one-hour 

meetings were arranged between individual proponents from the developing 

countries and prospective collaborators (consultants,  equipment  suppliers etc.) 

referred to in this report as investors, from the  industrially advanced countrie3. 

The confidential meetings were intended to give both parties the possibility 

of initiating business discussions on the proponent's specific project, 

including its possible implementation.    Project proposals had been submitted 

to the secretariat and distributed,  prior to the Meeting, to the prospective 

investors in the form of project information sheets.    Specific projects related 

to  10 branches of the wood-processing industries   were as follows» 



Logging 

Sawmills 

Wood-based  panels 

Building components 

Furniture 

Pulp and   oaper 

Packaging 

Wast'3 utilization 

Auxiliary materials 

Manufacture of woodworking machinery and  equipment 

The projects  entailed   building new wood-processing plants or expanding and 

diversifying existing ones, 

lj.    Most of the  person-to-person meetings had been pre-arranged by the 

secretariat at  the  reimest  of participants from the   industrialized  countries. 

Both  the project  proponents and prospective  investors were notified of their 

individual schedules  of appointments  weeks  in advance. 

6. The Meeting was  designed   to  serve  several  secondary objectives  as well: 

one was  to provide a useful opportunity for parties   in  industrialized countries, 

particularly interested  in the wood-processing  industry,   to ascertain the  latest 

trends   in overseas   investment opportuni ties  in this  field;    another rfas to 

introduce   them  to participating key personnel  from developing countries  in 

or 1er to  explore  future  business possibilities. 

7. The body of this report  iB based on the information received from the 

participante who responded to the secretariat's inquiriee.    The following 

figures   indicat«; the  extent  of the work of the Meeting: 

Specific projects formally accepted for 
promotion at   the Meeting 

Proponents from developing countries 

Participants  from industrialized countries 

Person-to-person meetings officially recorded 

50 

61 (24 countries) 

125 (16 countries) 

720 

The report also reflecte    the opinions of participants positive and negative 

regarding the  results of  che projects  presented.    Such opinions should assist 

the secretariat of liNIBO  in improving the organization of similar meetings. 



I.    ORGANISATION OF THE MEETING 

8.    The preparation and organi sat • m of the    Meeting consisted of the 

follow ing processes: 

(a)     Disséminât ion of project   quoot. ionnair. 
note.-,  on  the Meeting to   developing    ountries; 

together  with dt'Sf. intiv> 

(b)     Disserri mat ion  of  forms   requesting additional   information,   together 
Jith  deseri pt ive  notes  on   the Meeting to  develope       ountries; 

(o)    Dispatch of specialists   in  selected  «iood-;,r   -   . riri'- indus'    íes   to 
developing   :ountri<;s   that   had   requested  assistance-   from  UNIDO  for   then'  rrojojt 
predai at ion; 

(d) Submission  by  potential    investors   in d ••/   lope ¡   countries   jf   th<; i r 
completed   forms  requesting addit ional   information,   giving precise   informa' i jr. 
on trieir   businessesi including previjus  activities   m  developing count lie.;   xti\ 
selected  wood-processing branches   fer  which  they   lequcsted  projeit   i riforma* . on ; 

(e) Submission by  proponent.;   in  developing   .ount ries,   through   tir    r 
completed project   'questionnaires,   jf  specific  wood-proc' ss :ng projects   tu   UNIDO; 

( f)     Dissemination  by  UNIDO of the  projects   to   potential   investors   for 
their examination and  possible  selection,  according  to   th^ir earlier   i rid i eat ion 
of  interests   in  various  wood-processing branches; 

(g)     Submission  by  prospective  participants   fron  d. v-lopeJ   countries  ot' 
their advance   registration forms  with particular r •['•• .-enc-.- to  the specific 
wood-processing projects   for which they   requested person-to-person meetings 
with the proponents; 

(h)    Advance notices  sent   by UNIDO  Lo all   participants of particulars, 
i.e.   counterpart,  time,   date and place of the  scheduled p^rnon-to-perRon one- 
hour meetings; 

(i)    Person-to-person meetings in separate rooms at the Queen Elizabeth 
Hotel, Montreal. 

9.    Almost all the developing and developed countries that are members of 

UNIDO were invited by the  secretariat to participate,   if they wished,   in the 

Meeting. 

10.  For the developing countries, the following parties were notified of the 

Meeting: 

Ministries having liaison with UNIDO (1O8 countries) 

Administrators of forests (1O6 countries) 

Chambers of commerce, timber-related trade associations and 
development banks (98 countries - 326 organizations) 

Private timber firms (38 countries - 768 organizations) 

UNDP Resident Representatives (93 countries or regi ms) 

UNIDO Senior Industrial DevelDpment Fi aid Advisers (17 persons) 



11.  Por the developed countries, the following parties were notified: 

Ministries having liaison with UNIDO (31 countries) 

Chambers of commerce, timber-related trade associations and 
state enterprises (29 countries - 215 organizations) 

Private timber firms (18 countries - 573 organizations) 

Development aid agencies and banks (25 countries - 101 organizations) 

12. Developing countries submitted to the secretariat of UNIDO a total of 

62 wood-processing proposals; the proponents for 12 of those projects were not 

able to attend the Meeting. 

n. A few participants from developed countries arrived at the Meeting with- 

out having carefully followed the necessary procedures or having indicated in 

advance the particulars of project proposals for which they wished to meet pro- 

ponents. They found on arrival that many of the proponents they wished to meet 

were fully booked with appointments. 

14. Most of the proponents and investors supported the idea of holding a future 

meeting similar to the Montreal Meeting. The majority of the proponents prefer- 

red that a future meeting be held in a developed country and the majority of 

participants preferred a two-year interval. 

15. The host organization, the Canadian International Development Agency, 

generously financed the entire local costs of the Montreal Meeting and visits 

by the secretariat of UNIDO to Canada for its preparation and organization. 



II.  RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES ON THE RESULTS OP THE MEETING 

A.  Responses from prospective investors 

16. In November 1977, the secretariat sent to those who had attended the 

Meeting two different types of questionnaires, one designed «-¡specially for 

prospective investors from industrialized countries (annex I) and the other 

for proponents from the developing countries (annex II).  Bearing in mind that 

the secretariat had no power to compel the completion of these forms, care 

had to be taken lest too stringent a questionnaire should elicit fewer 

responses. The covering letters were intended to elicit more informal, 

personal responses.  Reminder letters soliciting responses were sent in 

March 1978 to those who had not returned their completed questionnaires.  In 

spite of such efforts, the response, particularly of proponents from developing 

countries, was not satisfactory.  Owing to the limited means available, the 

secretariat could not take alternative or supplemental steps, such as personal 

visits, to increase the response. 

17, The questionnaires were sent to 84 organizations (annex III) whoBe 

representatives participated in the Meeting.  Replies were received, either in 

the form of completed questionnaires or a letter, from 59 organizations. 

The responses were grouped as follows: 

Group A 

The  investor was able to find a promising 
project at  the Meeting and follow-up 
negotiations were being continued with the 
proponent 

Group B 

The investor was able to find a seemingly 
promising project and began preliminary 
negotiations with the proponent, but these 
have been discontinued 

Group C 

The investor was unable to find any promising 
project 

Group D 

The investor did not attend the Meeting with 
the aim of finding a project for his 
collaboration 

Number of replies 

15 

10 

20 

16 

¡7J/ 

\j     This figure does not correspond to the number of organization« that 
responded (59) because two replies encompassed more than one group. 



1c.     Purthor   info nun ti on  nias   given by  the   investors   but,    in order  to  maintain 

•~nf i'i'-nt i;j'! ity,   thf   secretariat   arrangea,   to   a certain extent,   the manner 

ol'  pr- :-;>:ntat ion. 

jroup  A 

19.     The   1';   investors  falling  into this group were able to   identify  1';  promising 

¡>roj  cts,   listed below,   and  they were co-operating with the  proponents at 

various   stages  of  project   development: 

WOOD/76/OOI/LIR WOOD/76/022/TUR WOOD/76/049/IVC 

WOOD/76/007/ARG WOOD/76/025/PAR WOOD/76/057/SIL 

WOOD/76/012/INS WOOD/76/029/CMR WOOD/76/053/GHA 

WOOD/7Ó/OI4/GHA WOOD/76/041/MLW WOOD/76/O60/GHA 

WOOD/76/013/THA WOOD/76/042/PAP WOOD/76/061/INS 

?0.    Although the numbers of  investors and projects  we  e the  same,   it  did not 

mean  that  each  investor was   involved  in a single different  project.     Some of 

the   investors   identified more  than one promising project  and some of the projects 

involved more than one   investor.     Furthe:   particulars of these projects are 

given   in annex IV. 

21.     At  that  early stage,  many investors may not have wished that  their 

identification or their progress on particular projects be rr.^c known.   Therefore, 

the   reports  by the  I5 participants on the  status of the  15 projects are given 

below at  random without  giving the project numbers and the names of the  investors 

concerned. 

No.   1•    Was preparing,   together with two other investors,  a feasibility 
study on the project which was  scheduled to  be ready by I5 April   1978. 
Depending on  its  results these   investors would further co-operate with 
the proponent with respect  to  equity participation,   plant   supply under 
credit,  turnkey contract,  management and marketing. 

No. 2- Informed the secretariat that a principal party in a third country 
wWthe investor represented at the Meeting was following-up the project'. 
The  secretariat  contacted the principal party,   but   received no  reply 

No.  3-    Was negotiating on the supply of equipment  for the project. 

No.  4»    Was preparing a feasibility study on the project which was 
scheduled to be  ready by 15 March 1978. 

No.  5-    Was supplying equipment under credit  and processing know-how. 

No. 6. Was preparing a feasibility study of the project under subcontract 
with another party and the study was  scheduled to be   ready by March  1978. 

No.  7.    Was supplying equipment  for the project. 



No. WAG negotiating supplies of processing know-how and equipment for 
four projects. 

No. 9•  Was preparing a feasibility study on the project which is 
scheduled to be ready by December 197J.  Depending on its result, the 
investor would undertake equity participation, supply of equipment 
unde credit, management and marketing. 

Mo. 10.  Was negotiating agreements related to forest availability, 
timber rights and land tenure. 

Mo. 11 . Was testing suitability of the raw material for the proposed 
product. 

No. 12.  Was negotiating, together with another investor, terms for the 
preparation of a feasibility study on the project.  Depending on its 
jesult, the investor would supply equipment. 

No. 13. Was negotiating on preparation of a feasibility study for the 
project. 

No. 14- Was preparing a feasibility study for the p.oject which is 
expected to be eady by March 1930. 

No. 15- Having completed a feasibility study for the project, the 
investor, together with the proponent, was exploring financial sources 
to finance the project. 

Group B 

22.    The  10  investors falling  into this group had  identified the  13  projects 

(annex  IV)   listed below as promising and entere )   into  further contacts with 

their proponents,   but  later discontinued their negotiations for a variety of 

reasons : 

WCOD/76/OOI/LIR2/ 

WOOD/76/007/ARCR 

W00D/76/012/lN^/ 

WOOD/76/01 ^/THA^ 

WOOD/76/017/NIR 

WOOD/76/018/ZAI 

WOOD/76/020/IRA 

WOOD/76/022/TUR£/ 

WOOD/76/023/TUR 

WOOD/76/028/BZE 

WOOD/76/029/GMR^/ 

WOOD/76/0 33/ZAM 

WOOD/76/036/OHA 

WOOD/76/039/PAR 

wooD/76/041/MLW¿/ 

WOOD/76/042/PAP¿/ 

WOOD/76/049/lVO^/ 

WOOD/76/0^4/SIL 

23.     The reasons given   - some of which cover more than one project   - for the 

discontinuation of preliminary negotiations were  in most  cases of a  sensitive 

nature.     The secretariat  decided theiefore not  to disclose them  individually 

for each project,   but  to give  them at   random,  as follows: 

No response f om the proponent  to  the  investor's  follow-up correspondence 

The proponent's inadequate financial backing 

Political  reasons and  lack of expatriate housing 

2/      Also   listed in Group A involving other  investors. 
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The proponent  seemed to  have  lost   interest 

Financing had not  been found for the feasibility study 

The time allowed  by the proponent   fui   eng-ineei ing and bid proposals 
was about   six weeks;    the   investor was unible to meet  the  deadline 
as he needed about  three  months  for the project 
The  investor   i id not   comply with the proponent's request   for further 
iata 

There was no  possibility of obtaining export   credit   for machinery  supplies 
for the proponent's  country 

Through the  preliminary negotiations w_th the  proponent,   the   investor 
found that  the conditions  on equity participation and marketing obliga- 
tion were so   strict   that  he ceased detailed negotiation until the project 
was more advanced 

No answer from the  proponent to  the  investor's concrete propositions 
of joint venture 

Group  C 

24.    The reasons given by thid group of investors (20) for their unsuccessful 

attempts  to  identify promising projects were as follows: 

Number of replies 

The  investor had selected  in advance of the 
Meeting seemingly promising projects.    However, 
in the course of meeting with the proponent 
negative faeters were revealed on their develop- 
ment  such as doubts on the competence of the pro- 
ponents or an inadequa+e  supply of raw material 

Most of the pi-oponents met wanted to find 
investors with capital to invest in their 
projects. This was outside the investors 
business policy 

None of the proponents met provided the 
additional  information on their projects 
that was vital for the selection of promising 
projects for development 

None of the  proponente met appeared to be willing 
to provide the funding required to carry out an 
adequate techno-economic feasibility study 

Most projects were too small for the capacity 
of the equipment available 

The proponents met all wanted equity partners, 
whereas a prefeasibility study was needed before 
they could interest  prospective  equity partners 

Despite apparent  interest at the Meeting on the 
part of several proponents and continued attempts 
since to follow-up by letter, no  reply had been 
received 

A project  interesting to the investor was no 
longer open due to the proponent's earlier commitments 
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Number 

Severe balance-of-payment  difficulties  in the proponent's      9f replies 
country 1 

More definite and attractive   investment  projects  than 
those at  the Meeting were available 1 

The  investor offered woodworking machinery for sale for 
projects that   indicated the  need for them 

242/ 

Group D 

¿5.     As stated earlier,   16 investors attended the Meeting who were not  looking 

for projects.    Although their participation had no  impact on the  immediate 

objective of the Meeting,   judging by their stated purposes,  given below,   they 

might,   in the  long run contribute to the Meeting's ultimate objective,  which 

was the  development  of the wood-processing industry in developing countries. 

Number of replies 

To  support a client who was  participating 4 

To ascertain the latest trend in overseas 
¡.nvestment  in the wood-processing industry 11 

To  become acquainted with key personnel from 
developing countries who attended the Meeting 11 

To  become acquainted with the UNIDO type of 
investment promotion meeting 14 

To promote the services and/or products of the 
investor's organization in developing countries 10 

To develop an understanding of the  funding 
programmes  run by the two aid agencies in the 
investor's country to  support  projects in 
developing countries 1 

5 V 
Investor«1 comments on the Meeting 

The  concluding part of the questionnaire was designed to serve two 

purposes.    The first was to attempt  to determine the investor's attitude,  on 

the basis of his experience at the  Meeting at Montreal,  towards a similar 

meeting being held in the future.     The second purpose was to  extract  from 

voluntary participants their candid comments on various aspects of the Meeting. 

y    This figure does not  correspond to the number of investors since some 
replies encompassed more than one question. 

y    This figure does not correspond to the number of participants in tMj 
group (16) because some participants referred to more than one item. 



71.     Out   of a total of zß participants   from   industrialized countries,   4W, 

r. upond.-d  to the  question regarding  the holding of a similar meeting and   its 

¡•¡••'f'T red  timing as  below. 

Willing to  attend 

Unwilling to attend 

Number of  replíes 

40 

4" 

?&.     Out   of the  40 participants who  exprime, i  their willingness  to attend 

future meetings,   .Vá   indicated the  timing as  follows: 

Number of   i-eplie: 

Every two years 

Eve.y three years 

Every four years 

14 

6 

33 

29.     Forty participants commented on various aspects of the Meeting.  Such 

•. oiunentò, whether positive or negative, would greatly assist the secretai iat in 

improving the organization of future meetings.  It was decided, in order not 

to diminish their significance or give an incorrect impression, to give therr 

in full (with minimal editing) as below.  Comrrents by the secretariat are 

given in square [ J brackets. Each comment was followed by one or a combina- 

tion of four letters (A, B, C and r) and ore of three words (willing, unwilling 

or undecided), the explanations of which are as follows: 

A The investor found a promising project at the Meeting and follow-up 
negotiations were being continued with the proponent 

B The investor had discontinued negotiations on a project he had 
considered as seemingly promising 

C The investor was unable to find any promising project 

D The investor 'id not attend the meeting with the aim of finding 
a project for his collaboration 

Willing  The investor expressed his willingness to attend a similar 
future meeting 



Unwilling       The   investor was  unwilling  to  attend   such  a ir e« ting 

Undecidei       Th-   investor made  no    1-oiaion ar> to whether he would  attend 
or not 

n   the   following sequence  giving  individual   corrrrents of   investors   th«'  rumbees 

o  not,   correspond   to  those   m paragraph     ': 

No.   1.     Too  many  sehe .ules   pe • son-to-person meetings   w--r-   can--Ilei  at 
short  not ico.     (A - willing) 

No.   ?..     The   project   way  often   too   large,    corrrlieatei   tn 1   ainni t loue. 
(D -  wi11ing) 

No.   i.     Man.y   proponent;.:  and   projects   wre  preliminary   ani   dit   no* 
lemonstrat"   ad> qua te   p  --paratiou or  knowledge of   indue try.     Jörne   iil 

not,   have   even  a preliminary or  feasibility  study.     Int-r-ctei   pa<Mes 
from  developing count ries   should   hav   preliminary  engine-:ring am 
feasibility   studies  of  thtir  p.oj.^-ts   before discussions.     (D - unwilTng 

No JL-á> Poor  availability of    ¡ata   for   investment cisiona   iue   to   fhe 
lack of assistance   m project   preparation.     Pilling  in quest :onna r   • 
at   the    üs.Tition of  the  proponent    is  not   enough.     Few      bu*    i>• • t t.• • r- 
prepared  p:ojects   should  be   presented.     Most  of   the  project;   were 
undor-represente     relative   to   their   importance.   (D-   .J i Hing) 

No.   o.     The   poject     ata  .vere not   in     etail,   it   was   sufficient   for 
intereste,!   collaborators  as   i starter  study   for  further  cor s i 1- rat ior 
and   feasibility  studies.     The  nogotia+ion machinery  provide'   at   the 
meeting was  highly  efficient;     perhaps   in  future  meetings  two   fr-e 
hours  could   be provided  in the  afternoons  for negotiations  outside  the 
official   time-schedule.     To   sum  up,    if   was  an excellent Meeting, 
heading to a really concret     at ion.   (D - willing) 

No.   6.       Most   p  ojects  w premature   for  investment    ¡eusions  and 
require i updated or  initial  feasibility  studies.   (D - willing 

No.   7.     Inadequate  homework to  define  projects  to  a point   wher •  they 
could  be  usefully dis  ussed.     (D -   willing) 

No.   Ò.     Too   few participating    eveloping  countries had  carried, out 
feasibility   studies   in sufficient   depth  to  ensure  the  attraction of 
suitable  investors.     (D - willing) 

No.   9«     Precise needs and schedules   for developing projects  were not 
clear  enough,   so we  were  left   in an undetermined atmosphere.     Not many 
iecision-making people were present   at  the Meeting.     (D - willing) 

No.   10.     Projects were either too  vague or prematurely presented. 
(0 - willing) 

No.   11.     Prevalent   lack of realism   in most   instances with  respect  to 
production programmes,  markets and raw materials.     Little con;ept of 
financing requirements.     Several  proponents did not  show up.     Many 
proponents  attending had no real concept of what  was  involved in putting 
a project  together.     Suggest  more   effective pre-screening of projects 
to  ensure  that only viable ani sensible projects a;e presente'. 
(B - willing) 
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No>   V¿'       Representatives  from underdeveloped count   ies  came  looking 
for financial  partners.     Many projects  *rere  very poorly researched. 
( B - willing) 

No1_J_¿.     Almost  all  the projects needeJ  financing which was very 
ufficult  to find.     (B - willing) 

Not   14»     Projects  all require financing from other countries and this 
is very slow and time consuming for a  small manufacturing company.     I 
found the Meeting very well organized and would suggest  next  meeting 
be  held  in Vancouver or Toronto.     (B - willing) 

No_,_J¿.    Many projects  were suggested with very  little thought with 
respect  to practicality,   feasibility or time frame.     With two  exceptions, 
all  the people  I met appeared to be having a free trip without  serious 
objectives.    This   is a great  pity because  the secretariat  and others 
put  a great  deal of effort   into  the arrangements.     The  efforts are 
never appreciated.     Frankly,   I was appalled at  the waste of time and 
money.    My suggestion  is that  the people who are not  serious should be 
excluded.    Moreover,   some  sort of performance track record should be 
kept of the attendants to  ensure that  they do not waste people's time 
on frivolous undertakings should they have no  intention of implementa- 
tion.    (B - willing)     [As far as is known,   all the proponents from 
developing countries attended at  their own or their employer's expense 
without any financial assistance from the organizei.] 

5°*   16,    We wiU need to make up our minds to take care of every- 
thing,  including management  itself,  for the realization of most of 
the projects.      Prom our stand-point,  to  sell our plants and equipment 
in regard to wood-procesBing industries we would want UNIDO to make 
a selection of the proponents based on pre-qualifications as to the purpose, 
concreteness as well as a certain kind of  'independence'.    We appreciate 
however,  that through this Meeting,   information from unknown countries 
was able to reach us.    (B - willing) 
Wo»   17.    The proponents had financial problems,    (A - willing) 

No_j_j8.    Superficial elaboration of project proposals and lack of 
knowledge of the timber concession and processing possibilities. 
(A - willing) 
Ko»   1?»    An amazing lack of preparation in any respect of the projects 
presented.  (A - willing) 
No»   20«    Some of the proponents did not come with very specific require- 
ments.    A lot of proponents came to this Meeting with the idea of find- 
ing partners and money for their projects,  which in most  cases are still 
very much in an embryonic stage.  (A - willing) 
No»  21»    7iie markets which the proponents had in mind did not have any 
practical basis and appeared in many cases to be wasteful thinking. 
I believe both UNIDO and CIDA did a good job and any future meeting 
could well follow the paths it opened up.    (A - willing) 

No1_22.    Interesting projects were often not thought over enough. 
Their realization will need several years.    (A - willing) 

Noj_2¿.    Lack of detailed information and/or the details of the project 
bore no relationship to discussions with developed country participants. 
(C - willing) 

V. 

* 
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No. 24.  The projects showed (a) a lack of basic data on raw material 
forest availability;  (b) a tendency to overvalue forest reserves; 
(c) a lack of world market/product knowledge  UNIDO exports should 
vet all projects before they are presented to ensure the validity of 
the '.ata. They should then be presented by suitably experienced 
representatives.  (A - willing) 

No. 25.  The projects presente! positively int^i-'St ing.  (A - willing) 

No. 26.  We we,e intetested in about 20 projects.  We finally got an 
appo miment for four meetings with proponents.  None of these people 
shown 1 up for their appointments.  Two sent notes of regret after the 
time of the appointments.  Our participation was limite! to social or 
;asual contacts, [in his advance registration form, the investor did 
not indicate the project number for which he wishe to make appointments 
with the proponents.  When he triea to make appointments upon his 
arrival at the Meeting, most of the proponents he wishet to meet hai 
already been fully booke 1 and the rest we:e, perhaps, unable to confirm 
his appointments due to the short notice given by the secretariat.! 
Our impression was that participants from developed count ires came to 
the Meeting hoping to be presented with a packaged development pro ieri, 
fully financed. We suggest a more practical approach by those- countries 
seeking development,  (c - willing) 

No. 2'7»  We would like to be able to offer our planer to anyone who 
requires this type of woodworking machine.  But we feel the investment 
promotion meeting is premature for its sales.  (C - willing) 

No. 28.  The shortcoming was putting the cart before the horse. In 
discussing projects the possible client was looking for easy finance. 
A future conference must establish that the proponents - or clients - 
should be viable financially.  Most of the interviews started with a 
request for finance, which is not within the participants terms of 
reference.  The conference was run very efficiently, but too many 
third world countries considered it as a stage for financing their 
ambitious projets,  (c - willing) 

No. 29.  The projects were poorly prepared, no proper prefeasibility or 
feasibility study was prepared or planned to be carried out. Suggestions 
for a future meeting were (a) to use consultants to assist proponents 
in preparing their projects for the meeting; and (b) to allow 
consultants, machinery suppliers and financing organizations to explain 
their services to proponents during the meeting, (C - unwilling) 

No. 30. Most proponents aid not provide enough information on all 
aspects of projects, i.e.  raw material supply, technical expertise 
and deficiencies, labour supply, financial feasibility and expected 
markets. (C - willing) 

No. 31-  The projects lacked Bales potential for the participant's 
products.  The proponents' ability to market their proposed products 
was questionable. Most of the proponents the investor wished to meet 
had been fully booked and it was difficult to contact them briefly to 
determine their possible interests. A suggestion for future meetings 
was to have table-top exhibits, so that interested parties could display 
literature of their services or products to offer' and to have a means 
for interested proponents and collaborators to get toge+l01' >n d.scuas 
their needs.  (C - undecided) 
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1 ^"Hr  appropriate   fusibility studies  and did not   fit   into an 

•vr*il   count .-y-wid,   forest   industry development  plan.     The  IBRD and PAO 

...Vt¡'\\        ''rP,,"n;":d   ^'mr-f   *hey w,r..   ,bser,t.      , Both orc;a,,izations 

voi ri;i I. "t; *• d 'u";':t- ' T,,e Kl,--a of "•••• M-+i^ ««* ^od Ld 
•      ,+ Z    T'  I"-'r;.WT-   •     "•'^ diR"««Biot,B  ,,t   the   plenary  session,  on 

i,,   .v+.+ e   rip  world   -limnt.   f„r  for,,*   industry development,     (c   - «Hing) 

J^_ik    Shortcomings  w„,   the proponent...   inadequate  fanancxal,   and 
often  technical,   ability.     (c - unwilling) 

No^. Financial background of the projects was very weak and their 
Proponents' int-ntion was to invite partiie;r; for theiJ proje,ts. ^ 
\L - will mg J ° 

N2i_J¿.       One afternoon during the Meeting should be  set  aside for 
proponents   to  visit  the   , ooms of   insultants  to get   free advice on how 
to go  about   the  establishment  of a wood-processing facility?    The Mee^ n* 
was   very well   organised.     (C-  willing) S 

No^       In  one  sense  we   could meet   the  type  of proponents   we haa 

Montr IÏJ WGiW"'r' +
Umit

1°
d dUC t0 the Mal1 S00pe °f m03t Projects. Montreal  was  a pleasant  and  well-organized meeting,     (c - willing) 

N°i_iZ.     A  shortcoming was the inadequate preparation of most of th* 
projects,   regarding production,  marketing and financing.     (C - íilHng) 

No^.     None of the  project   representatives   I talked to were able to 
IZlt       Y\e ^f0rmatl0n ^quired in orde    to obtain financing from 
banks       Yet  they were not   inte  ested in having an  independent 
consultant   or consulting firm  to carry out   the necessary  techno- 
oconomic  feasibility study.     None of the   representatives   I met we, e 
authorize,   to  discuss  or allocate  the  funds   required for - ,inÄ out 

[mno i    +
teCïn0"e^0n0miC  feaaibility st^ies,     In my opinion,   the 

UNIDO Montreal meeting was  unsuccessful,   because  the  consultants and 
the  Project   representatives   had  different   interests  and objectives, 
which conflicted.    The project   representatives were mainly  interesad 
in obtaining financing and were not   interested in having feasibility 
?;'n   tLrrr\    Tlhy  impartial consultants,   whereas most   consultants 
the  e   S^rf       T l'I  rre  e^ential  in or!e<' to obtain financing for 
these  projects.     I had  the   impression that most of the projects presented 
at  Montreal were  projects  which the banks had already  reacted ¡T**'nXeci 

comparison with other projects  from the same  region.     Personally,   I was 
very disappointed in UNIDO's  Montreal Meeting,     (c - unwilling) 

N05_J2.     Most  of the projects  were vague and were not   based on the  real 
financial  possibilities  of their countries.     Most of the proponents 
could not  answer   'etailed  questions about  technical basic data etc    or 
the technology which should  be  taken as basic.     The same applied   f0 
commercial  questions.     Some of the proponents had promised to sen* 
additional material to  the  participant,  which he never received. 
\C - willing) 

N^O.     Hardly any of the  projects we~e of real substance.     None fitted 
the scope and  long-term opportunity required for lasting co-ooeration 
and partnership.    One or two  proponents .lid not  show up for the 
appointments.    The participants aim is participation,  on a continuing 
basis,   in development  of existing or potential timber  resources to 
broaden his  resource base   internationally.     There must   be  equitable 
long-te;m  benefits to the host  country as well as the  foreign partner 
This was not   fully accepte! by most  developing countries.     They seemed 
to  feel that  the foreign partner owe! them a favour.     (C - willing) 
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B«    Responses  from proponents in developing countries 

"50.    The questionnaires  were cent to  4} proponents  sponsoring 50 projects; 

20 proponents sponsoring 25 projects responded.     The responses,   based on 

individual projects,   were  g ouped as follows: 

qrouP A Number of projects 

The proponent  found a suitable foreign 
collaborator at  the Montreal Meeting 
or outside  the Meeting by using the 
information supplied by UNIDO;    the 
project  was bning promoted with the 
collaborator R 

group B 

The proponent found a suitable foreign 
collaborator through his own business 
channels,   independent of the Meeting; 
the project was  being promoted with 
the collaborator 2 

Qroup C 

The proponent found a foreign collaborator 
at the Meeting with whom he entered 
negotiations;    however, these negotiations 
had been discontinued 2 

Ctroup D 

The proponent was unable to find any foreign 
collaborator 10 

Qroup E 

The proponent's reply was incomplete 6 
25 

tfrottD A 

31.    The developing country proponents included in this group were able 

to find suitable foreign collaborators for the promotion of five projects 

(annex IV) indicated below,  through the Meeting and its broad-based advance 

contacts. 

WOOD/76/003/ZAI^ WOOD/76/036/OHA5/ WOOD/76/058/aHA 

WOOD/7 6/03 i/zjjr WOOD/7 6/047/HON5/ 

5/     These do not appear among the projects of Group A in chapter I 
which were identified by the participants from industrialized countries. 
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Group B 

32. The proponents of this group were    able to  identify suitable  investors 

for the following two projects (annex IV)  independently through their own 

business channels.    These projects could be regarded as  successful  in terms 

of the progress made: 

WOOD/7 6/023/TUR WOOD/76/028/BZE 

Qroup C 

33. The proponents sponsoring the following two projects (annex IV) were 

able   to identify,  at the Meeting,  suitable foreign collaborators with whom 

they began,  but then discontinued,  negotiations: 

WOOD/7 6/027/ARQ WOOD/76/055/INS 

The reason for the discontinuation of negotiations was that the proponents 

had not heard from the collaborators they met at the Meeting up to the time 

they completed the questionnaire. 

Group D 

34. The proponents of the  10 projects (annex IV) given below were unable 

to find suitable foreign collaborators. 

WOOD/76/012/ T8& WOOD/7 6/044/HON WOOD/76/051/MAL 

WOOD/7 6/021/MAL WOOD/76/045/HON WOOD/7 6/05 2/MAL 

WOOD/76/022/TUl£/ WOOD/76/046/HON WOOD/76/056/MAL 

WOOD/76/041/MLW^/ 

Proponents'comments on the Meeting 

35.    As waB done for the participants from the industrialized countries 

(chapter II), an attempt was made to determine the basic attitude of proponents 

towards this type of sectoral investment promotion meeting in order to assess 

the potential benefits of such meetings.    Proponents were asked if they would 

be willing to participate in another meeting similar to the Montreal Meeting; 

they replied as follows: 

6/     The secretariat had been informed by the collaborators concerned 
that negotiations were being continued} therefore,  these projects are included 
in the projects of Group A in chapter II.    However, as the proponents» 
responses are of a later date than those of the collaborators,  it has been 
decided that the negotiations have been discontinued. 
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Willing to attend a similar meeting 

Unwilling to attend a similar meeting 

No reply 

Number of proponents 

17 

0 

_i 
20 

3£.    The proponents were also asked whether such a meeting should be held in 

a developing or industrialized country.    They replied as follows: 

Number of proponents 

Such a meeting would be more useful 
if  it were held in one of the 
industrialized countries well ad- 
vanced in the wood-processing 
industry 

Such a meeting would be more useful 
if it were held in one of the 
developing countries 

No reply 

11 

20 



III.ASSESSMENT AND  COMMENTS  HY THE  SECRETARIAT 

A.     Assessment 

Fxnal grouping of  the projects 

37.     The   final  grouping of  all   the   projects  wa;;  a:-:   follows: 

(Jroup  A    (lo  projeta   for which  suitable  potential   investors  we 
identifie'!   through  the  Monticai  Meeting) 

WOOD/7ó/001/LIR 

wooD/70/003/zAi 

WOOD/7ó/007/ARG 

WOOD/70/OI4/GHA 

WOOD/76/015/THA 

WOOD/76/025/PAR 

WOOD/7ü/029/CMR 

WOOD/7 ó/O 33/ZAM 

WOOD/76/Ojó/GHA 

WOOD/76/042/PAP 

WOOD/76/047/HON 

WOOD/76/049/IVC 

WOOD/76/057/SII, 

WOOD/76/05 YGHA 

WOOD/76/060/dHA 

WOOD/76/061/ING 

(a) Breakdown by developing country:^/  Argentina (1);    Ghana (4); 
Honduras  (Tjj    Indonesia (1) ;     Ivory Coast  (1);     Liberia (1) ;    Papua New  Guinea 
(1);    Paraguay (1);    Sierra Leone  (1 ) ;    Thailand (1);    Unite J  Republic of 
Cameroon (l);    Zaire (l);     Zambia  (1).     Total:     13 count rie::.. 

(b) Aggregate    figures of preposti]  annual productive  capacities  to   be 
installed  and capital  investment   to   be made:  7/ 

Logu:    516,SOO m3    (6) 
Sawnwood and dleepeis:     4^5»000 m    (7) 
Plywood and veneers:     173,000 rr,    (8) 
Particle  boards:      150,000 m^ (5) 
Furnitur. :     200,000 units  and 6OO in      (2) 
Building  componente:     2,940,000   inits  including doors and  window 

frames (2) 
Paper:    30,000 tons  (1) 
Capital investment:  8/     $167,000,000 (11) 

TheBe figures were according to the proponent's original estimates and 

should not,   therefore,   be  consideted as definite  figures   resulting from the 

Montrjal Meeting.     They would change  considerably before the projects  reach 

their final  stage of planning. 

(c) Participating industrialized countries;      In order that  none of the 
investors  currently involved in the  development of the projects  should be 
identifie!,   the names of their countries  are also withheld.    They are,  however, 
from countries both centrally planned and with free market  economies. 

2/      Number of projects given  in brackets. 

8/       References to  "dollars"  ( t) are to United States  dollars,   except 
where   .tated otherwise. 



Croup  B       (? projects  for which investors were  identified independently 
of the Meeting) 

WOOD/76/0? i/TUR WOOD/7ü/02-}/BZE 

Group   C       (10 projects   for  .vhich preliminary  ne pot îat ions  .ve  e  diront inu-ji) 

WOOD/7 o/012/INS WOOD/76/O22/TUR WOOD/76/04 :/MLW 

WOOD/76/017/NIR WOOD/ /6/02 7/AR3 WOOD/76/054/s IL 

WOOD/7 ó/O H/ZAI WOOD/76/0 j!VPAR WOOD/7 ó/oy.,/nj;j 

WOOD/76/020/IRA 

Group   D      (7  projects   for   /vhich  collaborators   .:-r-: not   id.mt i f i" •') 

WOOD/76/021/MAL WOOD/76/046/HON WOOD/76/052/MAL 

WOOD/70/044/HON WOOD/76/051/MAL WOOD/70/056/"/!. ,L 

WOOD/7 6/04 5/HON 

Group E      (15  projects   for .vhich neither proponents nor   investor.;  r'^.on '•• 1 
to   the   inquiry) 

WOOD/7 6/OO2/SWA WOOD/7 6/02 6/ ARG WOOD/70/04 /IVC 

WOOD/7 6/004/ZAI WOOD/76/OiO/PRC WOOD/7 6/050/IVC 

WOOD/70/OO6/ARG WOOD/76/Oil/PRC WOOD/70/05J/PER 

WOOD//6/OIO/ARG WOOD/76/0 Ì7/PAR WOOD/7 ó/059/CAE 

WOOD/76/024/PAR WOOD/76/04.Ì/PAP WOOD/7 6/O62/MEX 

Potential  benefits of the Meeting 

}8.    With  reference  to group  A,   according to  the completed   in ustrial project 

information  forms  submit to'   to  UNIDO before the Meeting,   5 proponents   indicate' 

that   they ha'   previously contacted potential  fore! TI collaborators,   and  11 

proponents   iniicateI that  they haJ  not. 

39. The 5  proponents appeared to be  capable of locating,   to a limited extent, 

potent.al   investors  by themselves.     Nevertheless,   instead of settling for  these 

investors  they  identified suitable ones through the  Meeting.     It  could thus 

be assume'    that the  bioad-basei advance contacts made  by UNIDO for the Meeting 

wer: more  extensive  than the   proponents'   individual  attempts and provided them 

with a better bargaining position th ough the     ider selection of potential 

investors. 

40. As regards the   11 proponents,   the benefit of the Meeting was also apparent 

since  they  submitted their projects  for the  first  time to  th^ Meeting and  //ere 

able    to  quickly identify suitable potential  investors.    Th  0 i.oan..   that  the 

projects  sponsored by those   11   proponents  ¿ere also   introduced for the first 
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time by UNIDO to potential  investors many of  rfhom appeared to have their own 

international networks for collecting business  information.     Thus,  the Meeting 

itself a.nd the advance contacts made by UNIDO among developing and industrialize1 

countries  proved useful regardless of the extent of  international business 

contacts of both the proponents and potential  investors. 

41. In addition to an assessment of  its value as an  information service, the 

Montreal Meeting may be  evaluated on the basis of the attitudes  expressed in the 

responses 01   'coth the participants and proponents.    The information given in 

paragraphs 27 and 35 are examined below. 

42. Of the 59 participants and 20 proponents who responded to the questionnaire, 

a breakdown of their replies  to the question regarding the holding of a future 

meeting similar to the one at  Montreal  is given below. 

Willing to attend 

Unwilling to attend (no 
proponent expressed 
unwillingness) 

No reply 

Number of 
replies Percentage 

57 72 

8 10 

M JQ 

79 100 

43. Thus a majority from both the industrialized and developing countries 

recognized the benefits of the Montreal Meeting.    It   is significant  that no 

developing country proponent gave a negative response. 

44. However,  a more critical  evaluation would exclude those who were successful 

in project promotion and those who were initially uninterested in project 

identification    (39 replies),   because  it could be expected that they would 

support  the repetition of a similar meeting as they would have nothing to  lose. 

The remaining 40 replies  include those rfho did not find a suitable collaborator 

or project or those who failed to continue preliminary negotiation on projects. 

Thus these parties had a negative reaction to the Meeting's main objective, 

which was to promote specific projects.    A breakdown of these critical parties 

is given below: 



Willing to attend a similar 
meeting 

Unwilling to attend a similar 
meeting 

No  reply 

Number of replies        Percentage 

27 67.5 

3 

JO 

40 

7-5 

2¿¿0 

100 

45.    No  clear explanation for these figures could be obtained  from the 

questionnaires.     These participants,   from both developing and  industrialized 

countries,  attended  the Montreal Meeting at  their own expense  and failed to 

satisfy their  chief motivation.     Nevertheless,  the great majority of them 

acknowledged the usefulness of the Meeting.     It  was apparent   that  there were 

supplemental benefits  from their attendance that   compensated for the non- 

realization of their chief goal.     One reason might be that  a sectoral  investment- 

promotion meeting attended by people on a world-wide basis,   specifically con- 

cerned with one  sector,   provided an outstanding opportunity to  develop a 

dialogue  with  counterparts  in a common profession.     This could ultimately lead 

to project promotion or to new collaboration  in business.     This might  be 

considered an integral  part of  industrial co-operation between developing and 

industrialized  countries which was  also  i goal of the Meeting. 

B.     Comments by the  secretariat of UKIJO 

46. The Meeting provided the opportunity for the identification and possible 

implementation of at least 16 specific wood-processing projects submitted by 

13 developing countries. There was no universal measure for evaluating the 

success of this type of meeting. Moreover, since the gestation period of a 

specific wood-procrssing project up to its implementation usually lasts for 

years, a thorough progress report of the projects at this early stage would 

not be warranted. This would be left to a second or even a third follow-up 

action report. 

47. Although the great majority of participants and proponents  expressed 

their support  of the usefulness of the Meeting,  they also pointed out a 

number of shortcomings.     Since the Meeting was the first of this kind 

organized by UNIDO in the field of the wood-processing industry,   some of the 

shortcomings resulted from their own inexperience  in following procedures 

necessary to the smooth running of a meeting considerably noru  complicated 

than a plenary type meeting. 
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49.     ¡íPV- r'h'-l'---   ,   many of the comments  of the participant::   from  both 

i- V' IJI in.-* ma   m .ustnalizei count, i es  would be valuable to  all  concerned 

m   improving future   similar events. 

Inadequate preparation of project   proposals 

' 0.     Sincp  its   inception,  the UNIDO  investment  promotion programme has been 

handling industrial  projects mainly at an early stage of planning,   usually with- 

out    feasibility studies.     Although  it was not  the policy of UNIDO to question 

the usefulness  of feasibility studies prepared by proponents and attached to 

their projects,   organizers of the   investment promotion meetings  were preoccupied 

with the following: 

(a) The personnel resources  currently available  in many developing 
countries might not   enable proponents to prepare adequate  feasibility studies 
by themselves; 

(b) A serious  investor was not  likely to  risk a commitment on the basis 
of a feasibility study conducted however complete  it  appeared to be; 

(c) A specific  industrial project  that  was  formulated solely by its 
proponent was most  likely to be subject  to a drastic,   if not  complete, 
modification according to the advice given by a serious foreign collaborator; 

(d) In its  role as an honest  promoter between individual proponents and 
potential foreign collaborators,  UNIDO could not  turn down a project because 
it  was  inadequately presented,   since  such arbitrary  rejection might  deprive 
the parties of potential business; 

(e) It should be an integral part of prospective collaboration that a 
potential foreign collaborator assist a proponent in planning a realistic 
project,   instead of simply expecting profit through an existing project. 

51. In    such circumstances,  the secretariat had no other alternative than to 

try to obtain the maximum information on projects  from proponents  while 

accepting almost   indiscriminately all projects that  fell within the wood- 

processing branches  concerned. 

52. To obtain the maximum information on projects,  UNIDO hired and sent, 

at  the request of their Governments,   five woodworking experts to  eight developing 

countries - Central African Empire,  El Salvador,  Grenada, Malawi,  Paraguay, 

Turkey, United Republic of Cameroon and Zambia - for a total duration of 



.'¡x man/month:;.     A.;   P-marked -a: lier   by some participants,   the  secretariat 

recognized  the  strong need  ibr strengthening this  pre-meeting assistance  to 

developing  countries not  only to   men ase the extent  of project   information 

but   also   to   improve the validity of  su;h  information,   thus sharpening the 

interest   of  prospective  foreign  collaborators. 

Technical  competence of proponents 

''3.     In their project  questionnaire,   proponents  for 45  of the 10 projects 

discusse¡  at  the  Meeting    replied to  the  question on the type of foreign 

collaboration desired,   as  follows: 

Number of Percentage of 
projects _4L projects 

33 73 

34 76 

39 37 

19 42 

26 58 

29 64 

23 51 

Equity participation 

Loan capital including 
supplier's ere lit 

Supply of machinery and 
equipment 

Turnkey contract 

Processing technology 

Management  (mostly technical) 

Market  (mostly export) 

54.     Prom  the   initial planning of a wood-processing project through the 

successful operation of an implemented plant,  a specific  industrial  project 

required,   among other things,  a great  deal of skilful  co-ordination to 

effectively harmonize various inputs.     Because of the  current  situation  in 

many developing countries,  proponents often lacked the ability to  be a good 

project   co-ordinator.     In other words,   even if potential   investors  approached 

a proponent   in accordance with his  particular function,   such as  consultant, 

specific  equipment  supplier,   contractor,   licensor,  management and marketing 

agent  or money lender,  the proponent  had no way of dealing separately with 

them  to  establish a well-harmonized development  plan for his project.     The 

insufficient  recognition of that  situation at  the Montreal Meeting left  a 

number of participants and proponents with a sense of dissatisfaction. 

55.     As  stated by a proponent at  the Meeting's closing session,  he hai met 

people  interested only in consulting services or the  supply of specific  equipment. 



(As   "a;   as his own project  was concerned,   his statement  was not  absolutely 

correct.     His project  was  selected by a  consultant  at the Meeting who assisted 

the  proponent   in receiving a package of necessary external  inputs   including 

equipment  supply and finance.     Currently the project was  the most  advanced among 

the   16   ongoing   projects).     In turn,   in their responses  to the secretariat's 

inquiry,   some equipment  suppliers  complained that many projects  were premature 

for  their negotiations on equipment  sales, and finance was not  secured by propo- 

nents,   while consultants complained that they were discriminately treated by pro- 
ponents  though their projects  required  feasibility studies and so   forth. 

',6.    Apart   from those arguments,   it  was  clear from the  figures given  in 

paragraph  54 that  the great  majority of  the projects called for equity partici- 

pation,   credit  arrangements,   equipment  supply,  know-how and management,   and 

marketing assistance.    There were  19  projects that  required turnkey agreements. 

Moreover,  most  of the projects  required  feasibility studies.    However,   proponents 

were often not  prepared to adequately co-ordinate these necessary   inputs  or to 

allocate seed money for feasibility studies      That  problem might  be  solvei by 

potential   investors or through UNIDO technical assistance. 

57,     A prospective  investor or a group of  investors  in future similar meetings 

might   be  required to provide collaboration by a package  arrangement   from 

initial consulting services  to marketing and management.     To this  end,   efforts 

would have  to  be made by them to alleviate  the proponent's bu 'den  to  act  as 

the  project  co-ordinator.     However,   the   impartiality of a consultant   to  any 

other project   input  suppliers,   particularly to specific  equipment   suppliers, 

was   his  essential  qualification  in many  instances.     The package type of approach 

suggested might  be  in conflict  with this.     The question as to whether the 

investor should act as one of the package members  or impartially would have to 

be   left  to his discretion and to the wish of the proponent  with whom he  oeals. 

5°*     Within its  framework of technical assistance programmes,  UNIDO could 

assign an expert  to assist  the proponent's project  co-ordination.     However,  as 

an established procedure,   it was necessary for the proponent to direct  such a 

request to UNIDO through his Government and the Resident  Representative of the 

United Nations Development  Programme (tTNDP)  in his country.    Alternatively, 

such assistance could be  financed through a fund trust arrangement. 



Financial assistance to cover the cost of 
feasibility studies 

59«    As happened at  the Montreal Meeting,   a case might  arise in which the 

proponent  and a potential  investor agreed that both parties should first 

ascertain the viability of the proponant's  project  through a feasibility  study 

to   be  undertaken by the  investor.     Together they could seek UNIDO financial 

assistance.     In this case,  the proponent   should direct  his  formal  request  to 

UNIDO through his  Government  and the  Resident  Representative of the UNDP 

stationer  in his country and he could indicate,  with the Government's consent, 

the  investor as his preferred candidate  for the required study.     This preference 

might  be   respected by UNIDO unless there were reservations on the  side of UNIDO, 

particularly concerning.the candidate's bidding competitiveness,  technical 

qualifications and impartiality to the sources of equipment. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

or- \ 
' •   'I UNITED NATIONS   Hi   NATIONS  UNIES 

MEETINC  TO PROMOTE INVESTMENT AND INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION 
IN SELECTED WOOD-PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 

Montreal,   2-6 May 1977 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Naae of you organization:  

Your name;  Date:. 

Title or position:  

Postal  address: 

Please  check and complete whichever is applicable and also answer 
the concluding questions. 

At the Montreal Meeting, 

EJ (A)     YOU were able to find a promising project on which you 
are continuing follow-up negotiation with  the proponent. 
If so,  please answer the questions in Croup A. 

EJ (B)     You were able  to  find a seemingly promising project  and 
began preliminary negotiation with the proponent,   but 
it has been discontinued.     If so,  please  answer the 
questions in Group B. 

EJ (C)     You were unable to find any promising project.     If  ao, 
please answer the questions  in Croup C. 

EJ    (D)     You did not attend the Meeting with  the essential   aim of 
finding a project on which you could collaborate.     If so, 
please answer the questions  in Group D. 

Please return to: Mr. Sadao Shirakawa 
Senior Industrial  Development Officer 
Investment Co-operative Programme Office 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
P.O.Box 707 
A-1011 Vienna 
Austria 



Group A 

Please check and complete whichever is applicable aaong the 
following state.ents (if you are negotiating «ore than on.%ro%ct. 
please provide  an extra for» for the answeri concerning otheV * 
projects): 

(a)  If the project under negotiation was aaong those included in 
the Meeting's «Final list of projects»,   please indicate the 
project number: 

(b)  If the project under negotiation WAS not included in  the  »Pinal 
list of projects»,  please give: 

Irief project title:   

Naae/address of proponent: 

You are currently negotiating with  the proponent concerning» 

n !£!íaíatÍ2n °í ! feaaibility »tudy.    If so, please indicate when  is the study expected to be  ready: 

O Subject(s) other than the feasibility study which has 
already been prepared.    If so,  please give the following 
information: ° 

(a)  Subject(s) under current negotiation (please check 
whichever is applicable)! 

CJ Equity participation £J Loan/fiupplier»s credit 
£7 Supply of equipment £7 Turnkey contract 

€J Processing know-how ¿J Management    ¿J Marketing 
ZZ7 Others,  plonae specify:   

(b)  Haae of the party who prepared  the feasibility study: 

(c)  Annual production capacity,   total project costs and 
location proposed by the feasibility study: 

«    .    . Annual 
lEtfMCl SMàSlll   mi. 

Total project costas 

Location:   
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Please indicate the nuaber of the project(s) which you had found 
promising but on which you have now discontinued negotiations with 
failîd?POnent and Uê0 8pecify briefly th« reaaon why the negotiationa ^ 

ilSÜiSUES.* Reaaon 

1/ Ixaaplea of reasons Politicai change of a recipient county, lack 
of row «aterial aupply, difficulty in aarketing, proponent's 
inadäquat« financial ability,  etc. »• r    * 



Croup C 

Please check whichever reason applies to why you did not find 
a promising project: 

CJ    All the proponents you net did not provide any additional 
information on their projects which was vital for you to 
select a promising project for further follow-up action. 

CJ    You had selected, in advance of the Meeting, seemingly 
promising projects. However, in the course of your meeting 
with their proponents you found negative factors such as 
doubt of technical competence of the proponent or inadequate 
supply of raw materials. 

CJ    A project interesting to you was no longer open due to the 
proponent's earlier commitment. If so, please indicate the 
project No. 

CJ    Others, please briefly specify: 

grow p 

Please check your purpose in attending the Meeting: 

CJ    To support your client participant; 

CJ    To ascertain the latest trend in overseas investment in the 
field of wood-processing industry; 

CJ    To become acquainted with key personnel from developing 
countries who attended the Meeting; 

CJ    To acquaint yourself with the UNIDO type of investment promotion 
meeting; 

CJ    To promote your company's services and/or products in developing 
countries; 

CJ   Others, please briefly specify:  



33 

Concluding questione 
(to be answered by all parties) 

(1)    What is your basic opinion regarding the  shortcomings of the 
projects submitted by developing countries at the Meeting? 

(2)    Did you meet  the type of proponents you had expected  to aeet? 

EJ Yea O «o 
If no, please briefly explain why not: 

(3)    If UNIDO were to organize in the future another wood-processing 
investment promotion meeting siallar to  the Montreal Meeting, 
would you be willing to attend the aeeting? 

£7 Yes O "o 
If yes, how often should such aeeting be held? 

every 2 years every 3 years «very 4 years 

non 
14)    To achieve aaxlaua publicity of future wood-processing investment 

promotion nesting, kindly suggest whoa UNIDO should contact in 
your country. 

Name;   

Official  title or post: 
Naae of organisation: __ 

Postal address: 

(5)    Please aake any other comaents you wish on the Montreal Meeting 
and suggestions for future similar meetings. 
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Annex II 

CONFIDENTIAL 

UNITED NATIONS   GH}   NATIONS  UNIES 

MEETING TO PROMOTE INVESTMENT AND INDUSTRIAL  CO-OPERATION 
IN SELECTED WOOD-PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 

Montreal,   2-6 May 1977 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Your project No.  Title:    

Name of your organization:  

Your naae:  Date: 

Postal  addreas:  

Please check and complete whichever is applicable and  also answer 
the concluding questions. 

At  the Montreal Meeting, 

LJ (A)      You were able to identify a suitable foreign collaborator 
with whom you are now promoting your project.    If BO, 
please answer the questiona  in Group  A. 

L7 (A')    You were able  to identify a suitable  foreign collaborator 
for your project but not at  the Meeting and 

CJ the  collaborator first  approached you with  reference 
to   the circulation by UNIDO of your project  for the 
Montreal Meeting.     If so,   please answer the questions 
in Group A. 

[1] you  identified  the collaborator  through your own 
busineas channels,   absolutely independently from the 
Montreal  Meeting.     If so,   please answer only  the 
concluding questiona. 

EU (B)      You met  a suitable  foreign  collaborator who agreed  to 
participate in promoting your project but later failed 
to do  so.     If so,   please answer the questions  in Group B. 

EJ (C)       You did not  identify any foreign collaborator for your 
project.     If so,  please answer the questions in Group C. 

Please return \ai    Mr.  Sadao Shirakawa 
Senior Industrial   Development Officer 
Investment Co-operative Programme Office 
United Nations Industrial  Development Organization 
P.O.Box 707,   A-1011  Vienna 
Austria 

not later than 31 January 1978. 



Group A. 

Please give the company nane of your collaborator; 

You are currently negotiating with the collaborator concerningi 

EJ    Preparation of a  feasibility study.    If «o    i«  th« ««H-K«    * 
willing to undertake the feïsibUiîy study? collaborator 

O Tea.  Then,  who is going to bear the study's coats? 
£7 Yourself £7 The Collaborator 

O Mo.  Then,  have you entrusted some other specialized fir» 
to prepare the  feasibility study? 

O Yes £J No 

t^Vf^Mmy'sJudT ^ "^ —e *Mch W"« 

Please indicate when is the feasibility study expected to be 

<«onth) (year)  

^    SenenriîLLtherTrhan thf feMib»"J «tudy which has already 
been prepared.    If so,  please give the following information! 

Sb2SÎi:ibï5r CUrrent neg0tiati0n iplCMe check whichever 

H Equity participation            £J Loan/supplier's credit 
LJ Supply of equipment              ¿7 Turnkey contract 

O Processing know-how             £7 Management    £7 Marketing 
¿_7 Others,  please specify;  

(b) Name of the party who prepared  the feasibility study: 

(c) »WíAííS izir^ co't-*nd i»"«» 
trödlet Annual 

capacity  Unit 

Total Project costs:. 

• Location; 
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Please give the company name of the potential  foreign collaborator: 

Have you established any follow-up contacta with  the collaborator 
since the Montreal Meeting? 

CJ   Yes £7    No 

If yes,  what actions have been taken by the collaborator? 

CJ Exchange of correspondence 
CJ Visit  to your country 

CJ Preparation of CJ a preliminary or CJ » feasibility study 
CJ Others,  please specifyt   

Please explain the reason why the follow-up contacts were 
discontinued: 

Do you request further assistance from UNIDO in identifying new 
collaborators? 

CJ Yes CJ Mo 

Do you have additional  technical information in support of your 
project? 

CJ Yea ¿J No 
If yea, pleat« mend the information to UNIDO. 



Concluding questiona 
(to be answered by all  parties) 

(1)   Did you receive any outside assistance  in preparing your project 
and  in filling out  the  Industrial Project Information Poni before 
the Montreal  Meeting? 

EJ  Yes       EJ  No 
If yes, from whom you received the assistance? 

n  Staff of National Development Corporation 

EJ Local engineering consulting firm 

EJ UNIDO, UNDP or FAO expert.  If so, please indicate his 
name: 

EJ Others,   plep.se specify; 

(2) Assuming that you have another wood-processing project   in future, 
would you he willing to  participate in an investment promotion 
meeting similar  to  the Montreal  Meeting? 

EJ    Yes O    No 

If yes,  please check whichever is applicable: 

EJ You consider that  such  a meeting be more useful  if it is 
held in one of the  industrialized countries which  is well 
advanced  in  the  field of wood-processing industry. 

EJ You consider that such a meeting be more useful  if it is 
held in one of the developing countries. 

(3) To achieve maximum publicity of future wood-processing investmer 
promotion meetings,  kindly suggest whom UNIDO should contact  in 
your country. 

Name: 

Official  title: 

Name of organization: 

Postal  address: 

14) Fleas« make any other ceaasnts you wish on the Hontreal Meeting 
or suggestions for futur« similar meetings. 
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Annex III 

ORGANIZATIONS  IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES TO 
WHICH  QUESTIONNAIRES  WERE SENT 

Austria 

Steyr— Daimler-Puch 
Voest-Alpine  AG 
Zufikermann  Indust   ieanla^en 

Belgium 

S.A.   Verkor 

Canada 

Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd. 
Multiply Development Corporation  Ltd. 
Frederick 3.  Palmer and Associates 
aloman Sprintate  and Associates 
International  Ltd. 

Paul  H.  Jones and Associates  Ltd. 
Consolidated Bathurst Ltd. 
Hawes  and Wight 
3trapp Consultants  Ltd. 
MacMillan Bloedel  Ltd. 
Ministry of 3conomic Development 

Government of Brinish Columbia 
Canadian Pacific Investments  Ltd. 
Simpson,  Ross Ltd. 
H.A.   Simons (international)  Ltd. 
Alan  Moss and Associates Ltd. 
Dominion Bridge Company Ltd. 
Gauthier,  Poulin,   Th^riault Ltd. 
Sandwell and Company Ltd. 
SNC-RUST Ltd. 
Heed Ltd. 
Hallmark Engineering Ltd. 
borano Ltd. 
Indfor Equipment Ltd. 
Stadler Hurter Ltd. 
Bombardier Ltd. 
Brunette Machine Works Ltd. 
Canadian Morbark Ltd. 
BC-Mill-Maoh.-Mfg.  Ltd. 
TECSTJLT International 
Caribbean Investmente Ltd. 
Export Development Corporation 

Czechoslovakia 

FiNCOM Ltd. 
LIGNA Foreign Trade Corporation 

Finland 

Ministry of Foreign Affaire 
Lahden  Rautateollissus Oy 
Thomesto Cy 
METEX Corporation 
Jaakko Poyry and Associates Ltd. 

France 

Woodbridge Timber Techniques S.A.R.L. 
Chambón Engineering 

Federal  Republic of Germany        » 

Heilbom GmbH 
Gec-.llschaf!;  für Industri 9- 
Projaktplanung mbH 

Gebr.   Canali KG 
Bison I-.'erke - Bahre  and Greten Gmbh 
Karl H.   Kehr 
Robert Hildebrand Maschinen-Anlagen 
G.   Siempelkamp and Co.  Maschinenfabrik 

India 

The National Industrial Development 
Corporation Ltd. of India 

Italy 
ACIMALL 
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro 

Japan 

Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries 
Co.,  Ltd. 

C.  Itoh and Co., Ltd. 
Daishowa Engineering 

Norway 

F0HIND3C0 

Poland 

POLIMBX  C3K0P 
PAGED 
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Spain 

Vilarraea 5.A. 

Sweden 

Kaehrs  Maskiner AB 
Jonsereds AP 
AB Karlstads Mekaniska Werkntad 
Maskin AB Broedema I.indqvist 
Kockums  Industries  AP 
Swedforert Consulting Au 

United Kinxrdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland 

Stockwell Timber Drying Consultanti? 
Ltd. 

Sidney Cubba/ye (Kilns)  Ltd. 
Integrated Forest Products Consultants 
UAC  International  Ltd. 
P.R.  Sandwell and Co.   (UK.)  Ltd. 

United States of America 

Bx-Cell-0 Corporation 
Forest  Industry Associates Inc. 
Carthape Machine International 
Corporation 

International Finance Corporation 
Gunter Geiger Systemr   Ltd. 
Washington Iron Works 
Baton  International 
Morri son-Knudsen 
J.B.   Sirrine Co. 
The  East Asiatic Co.,   Inc. 
Borden International 
Brown and Root Inc. 
Dravo Corporation 
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